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OPINION AND ORDER

The respondents appeal an administrative law judge’s

opinion filed May 9, 2012.  The administrative law judge

found that the claimant proved she was entitled to

additional medical benefits and temporary total disability
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benefits.  After reviewing the entire record de novo, the

Full Commission affirms the administrative law judge’s

opinion in part and reverses in part.  The Full Commission

finds that the claimant proved she was entitled to an

evaluation from Dr. Pelligrino and Dr. Archer.  We find that

the claimant did not prove she was entitled to temporary

total disability benefits after July 20, 2009.      

I.  HISTORY

Rose Butler, age 69, testified that she completed

school through the eleventh grade and eventually obtained a

GED.  Ms. Butler’s work history includes employment as a

cashier at Wal-Mart, a school cafeteria worker, a nursing

home housekeeper, and summer work in a laundry.  The

claimant testified that she had also worked with her husband

as a truck driver.  The claimant testified that she had

completed a college computer class.          

The claimant testified that she worked for Lake

Hamilton School District for one year beginning in 1991, and

that she again became employed with the respondents in 2000. 

The claimant worked in the respondent-employer’s school

cafeteria.  The claimant testified that she was a “floater”

for the respondents and then became a baker.  The claimant
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subsequently began preparing vegetables, fruits, and salads

for the respondents.    

The parties stipulated that the claimant sustained a

compensable injury to her left shoulder, arm, and hand on or

about November 27, 2007.  The claimant testified on direct

examination:

Q.  Just briefly tell the Judge what happened.

A.  Okay.  I was fixing to go to the microwave for
the hot water because we always had to keep our
food up to temp for the children....I started
heading toward the microwave, and all of a sudden,
I was trying to catch myself.  And how I hit on
the - All I know is I hit right under here on the
corner of a little stainless steel table that we
keep right beside the reach-throughs.

Q.  And you’re pointing to above the elbow on your
left arm?

A.  On the inside of my arm, yeah....I hit the
table, and then I hit my knee on the - on the
cement, my right knee on the cement.

    
The claimant signed a Form AR-N, Employee’s Notice Of

Injury, on November 27, 2007.  The claimant appeared to

write that she injured her left arm, left wrist, and “right

head.”  Dr. Michael K. Atta saw the claimant at St. Joseph’s

Mercy Business Health on November 27, 2007: “The patient is

a 64-year-old child nutritionist with the Lake Hamilton

School District.  She states that this morning she was
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walking to a microwave when she accidentally tripped and

fell forward onto the concrete floor, hitting her

outstretched left arm and wrist as well as her right knee

against the concrete floor.”  Dr. Atta assessed “1. 

Contusion to the left wrist.  2.  Right knee contusion. 

PLAN/COURSE: The patient has been placed on ibuprofen,

Skelaxin and Vicodin and is being returned to work with

restrictions.”  The claimant agreed on cross-examination

that she was allowed to return to light work duty for the

respondents.  The claimant testified, “I was serving with my

right hand.”  Vivian Nicholson, the respondent-employer’s

Child Nutrition Director and the claimant’s supervisor,

testified that the respondents “most definitely” provided

restricted-duty work for the claimant.       

An MRI of the claimant’s left shoulder on January 16,

2008 showed a “partial thickness, partial width

supraspinatus tendon tear.”  The claimant testified that Dr.

Michael J. Young took her off work on or about January 29,

2008.  Dr. Young performed surgery on February 8, 2008: “1. 

Left shoulder arthroscopy with labral debridement.  2.  Left

shoulder open acromioplasty with cuff repair.”  The post-

operative diagnosis was “Left shoulder impingement with
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rotator cuff tear and anterior labral tear.”  The claimant

was provided physical therapy beginning February 28, 2008.

Dr. Ross A. Hardy gave the following impression

following a diagnostic study on August 21, 2008: “Ms. Butler

has findings consistent with mild to moderate compression of

the left median nerve at the carpal tunnel which is most

likely causing her feelings of numbness and weakness in the

left hand.  I found no other evidence of peripheral nerve

entrapment and no evidence of peripheral neuropathy.  There

was no evidence to suggest cervical radiculopathy.  She is

very tender on the left scalene muscle and may have

developed a thoracic outlet type of syndrome due to spasms

of the left scalene muscle which can cause referred pain

down the extremity.”         

Dr. Young performed a left carpal tunnel release on

September 11, 2008.  The pre- and post-operative diagnosis

was Left carpal tunnel syndrome.  Dr. Young performed a

“Closed manipulation of left shoulder” on December 18, 2008. 

The pre- and post-operative diagnosis was “Adhesive

capsulitis, left shoulder.”  

The claimant began treating with Dr. Annette P. Meador

on March 16, 2009.  Dr. Meador noted, “The left hand is
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cooler than the right, 28 degrees centigrade versus 30

degrees on the right....She has some atrophy of the left

forearm musculature.”  Dr. Meador’s treatment

recommendations included “Stellate ganglion blocks....The

patient understands that I will continue a series of

stellate ganglion blocks until she either reaches a plateau

in her improvement, if she does show initial improvement, or

until her symptoms resolve.”    

Dr. Meador’s impression on June 1, 2009 was “Reflex

sympathetic dystrophy, left upper extremity, improved,

status post on-the-job injury with rotator cuff tear (now

repaired).  RECOMMENDATIONS: I believe she has reached

maximum improvement and is not further in need of any

stellate ganglion blocks.  I would recommend a functional

capacity evaluation.  I would ask that she see Dr. Mike

Young again for a rating.  I appreciate the opportunity of

working with this nice lady.”  

The claimant participated in a Functional Capacity

Evaluation on June 24, 2009:

Ms. Rose Butler completed functional testing on
this date with unreliable results.

Although Ms. Butler demonstrated the ability to
perform work in at least the SEDENTARY level as
defined by the US Dept. of Labor’s guidelines over
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the course of a normal work day, she also
exhibited numerous inconsistencies which
were sufficient to invalidate her entire
evaluation.  Therefore, the above documented
functional status should not be considered an
accurate representation of Ms. Butler’s actual
functional status.

The claimant testified that she began suffering from

tremors in her left arm beginning June 24, 2009, after the

Functional Capacity Evaluation.  The claimant testified,

“[My hand] just wouldn’t work that day hardly.  And I tried

to make it work, but it just wouldn’t work too good.  And I

walked in on my own and without a tremor.  I had no tremor

on that day until after I got through with the test.”  

Dr. Young reported on July 20, 2009:

Ms. Butler has seen Annette Meador over in Little
Rock and she did feel that she had some evidence
of reflex sympathetic dystrophy of her left upper
extremity that is improved status post her on the
job injury.  I agree with Dr. Meador, I do think
she has reached her maximum medical improvement. 
I do not think further surgery is warranted at
this point.  Dr. Meador feels that she may be
capable of sedentary type activity that being
occasional lifting of 1 to 10 pounds but no more
than that.  I discussed it with Rose at pretty
great length and I am not sure that she is going
to be able to conduct being part of the work
force.  At any rate, we will see if we can help
her with her situation.  

Following the AMA Guidelines to the Evaluation of
Permanent Impairment to evaluate permanent
impairment we would rate approximately 15%
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impairment to her left upper extremity which
translates to 9% impairment to her as a person.
Looking at her carpal tunnel she continues to have
some symptoms intermittently and this would be
approximately 5% impairment to her as a person,
which translates to approximately 3% impairment to
her whole body.  Given the overall situation that
would be approximately 12% impairment to her whole
person....

The parties initially stipulated that the claimant

“reached maximum medical improvement on July 20, 2009.”  The

parties stipulated that the respondents “accepted and made

payments toward a 12% permanent impairment rating.”  

Vivian Nicholson, Director of Child Nutrition Services

for the respondent-employer, corresponded with the claimant

on July 31, 2009 and stated in part, “I will need you to

report to work at 8:00am on Monday, August 3, 2009 at the

High School Auditorium for our first of the year school

orientation....You will report to the junior high cafeteria. 

Your hours will be 7:00am-2:00pm.  Your job will be a seven

hour position, (excluding break time and lunch time),

serving food for one hour during the day, help in the

preparation of food, help with the clean up of the cafeteria

which includes lifting tables, sweeping, mopping and helping

in the dish room.  You will need to pull, push, lift, bend

or any other duties assigned by the manager and direction
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that are within your work restrictions.  Please get with me

by Monday, August 3, 2009 concerning your accepting this

position.”

The claimant testified that she attempted to return to

regular work on August 19, 2009: “I was there until I think

it was lunchtime.  I was under - I was under heavy

medication, and I was taking  Cymbalta and Gabapentin....I

believe it was between 11:00 and 11:30, maybe 12:00 before I

- I just couldn’t go any further....a lot of pain.  And I

had that tremor.”

Vivian Nicholson testified that the respondents

transferred the claimant to the junior high school

cafeteria, and that the claimant was allowed to perform

light work: “It was things like dry - dry the trays. 

There’s some trays we have to dry.  There was things like

fold a towel that - those little hand towels, fold them, cup

up bacon bits, cup up fruit with one hand, light, very, very

light-duty type things.”  Ms. Nicholson said that the

respondents did not require the claimant to perform manual

labor duties such as sweeping, mopping, or lifting tables. 

Ms. Nicholson testified that the claimant did not return to

work after August 19, 2009.    
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The respondent-employer’s Assistant Superintendent,

Shawn Higginbotham, wrote to the claimant on September 1,

2009:

This is a follow-up to our conversation from this
afternoon.

The following directives shall apply to your
continued employment.  Failure to

comply may result in termination.

1.  Report for duty regularly and promptly. 
Notify your supervisor when you cannot attend
work.
2.  Present a valid written statement from your
physician documenting illness for each day that
you have been and will be absent.  Specifically,
an excuse as described above is required for
August 3, August 20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 31,
September 1, as soon as reasonably possible.  You
will also present a written medical excuse from
your physician for any future dates that you do
not report for work.

Please confirm you receipt of this notice by
signing a copy and returning it along with your
medical excuses.

  
The claimant followed up with Dr. Young on September

17, 2009: “She tried to go back to work and was

unsuccessful....Personally I am not really sure that she is

going to be able to be part of the work force....Today on

exam she has developed a tremor in her left upper extremity. 

We discussed it and I think it is important to get her

scheduled to see a neurologist.  We will see if we can do
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that in the very near future....We will see if we can get

her in to see Dr. Pelligrino and I am going to keep her off

work over the next month.”  

Dr. Young corresponded with Dr. Richard Pelligrino on

September 17, 2009: “I would like for you to take a look at

one of my patients, Rose Butler....She has developed [an]

essential tremor [which] appears to be in her upper

extremity....Her family doctor is Dr. John Simpson.  She is

in the process of working through workman’s comp injury and

we are trying to help her settle that.  I would certainly

appreciate it if you would take a look at her and make

recommendations.”

Dr. Young reported on October 19, 2009:

We have tried to work an appointment out with Dr.
Pellegrino and I am not really sure what the
problem was but apparently Worker’s Comp has not
approved it....
She has developed a tremor in her left upper
extremity.  She has previous carpal tunnel release
and left rotator cuff repair and is still having
pretty significant symptoms....
We will see what we can to do to work her
situation out with Workman’s Comp.
We will get Dr. Pellegrino’s advice and go from
there.  I have recommended that she be off
permanently from her job at Lake Hamilton School
Cafeteria.  I have also composed a letter stating
her permanent partial impairment.  Today I will
tentatively plan on seeing her back in 3 months,
hopefully she can get her situation resolved
between now and then.
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The record indicates that Dr. Young corresponded with

the claimant’s attorney on December 4, 2009:

As you know, Ms. Butler has been through a long
drawn out course with us on a job injury.  Given
her situation, I think it would be reasonable for
completeness sake to have her see Dr. Pellegrino,
who is a neurologist.  Ms. Butler feels that she
has sustained some permanent nerve damage to her
upper extremity.  I think given the situation, it
makes sense to have Dr. Pellegrino take a look at
her and get his recommendations.  I think this is
simply necessary to follow through with her care
and try to determine where she is at this point in
time.

I have had some limitations on Rose as far as how
much activity that she does.  Given her situation
and age, I have basically told her I do not think
it would be reasonable for her to return to the
workforce.  She continues to have symptoms and [I]
do not think that she can do her job or any job on
any type of routine basis.  I do not think that
she would be able to do the work that had been
previously outlined by her supervisor.

  
We will continue to try to help Ms. Butler along. 
I think she has sustained an injury that
unfortunately will continue to bother her,
although I do not think further surgical
intervention is warranted.

  
Dr. Young wrote on December 9, 2009, “She continues to

have some difficulty with her upper extremity....At this

point in time, she has developed some tremors in that arm. 

We certainly would like to see if we can get an evaluation

by one of the neurologists there at UAMS and see what they
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think.”  The claimant followed up with Dr. Young on January

18, 2010: “She has developed a pretty significant tremor in

this left arm....Today this appears to be somewhat

accentuated....See if we can send her over to UAMS.  We will

see if we can get Dr. Lee Archer’s advice and send him one

of his colleagues.”     

The claimant agreed on cross-examination that she

subsequently sought treatment on her own with Dr. Michael C.

Bodemann, who the claimant described as her family

physician.  Dr. Bodemann saw the claimant on March 4, 2010:

“She’s had problems for the last two years since injuring

her left arm and shoulder in a work accident....This

apparently resulted in a torn rotator cuff and she ended up

having surgery for this by Dr. Young.  The pain however has

continued in the medial aspect of her left upper arm as well

as pain behind her left shoulder just above the scapula. 

The pain is severe enough that she essentially doesn’t even

use her arm and is developing reflex sympathetic dystrophy. 

She also has developed a tremor in the left arm since 7/09.” 

Dr. Bodemann’s examination of the claimant’s extremities

showed “No edema, adenopathy or joint effusions.  Range of

motion of the left shoulder is normal with assistance,
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however on her own she can’t abduct beyond 90 degrees.  Pain

is in the medial aspect of the left arm just beyond the

axilla.”    

Dr. Bodemann assessed “1.  Chronic pain syndrome - left

arm - possible brachial plexus injury?  2.  Possible reflex

sympathetic dystrophy though no real atrophy is present.  3. 

Borderline hypertension.”  Dr. Bodemann referred the

claimant to Dr. Lon Burba.  Dr. Burba examined the claimant

on March 18, 2010 and gave the following impression:  “1. 

Left brachial plexus stretch injury.  2.  Bilateral carpal

tunnel syndrome.”  Dr. Burba stated, “Her examination

reveals 4+ give away weakness in the entire left arm and

decreased pin and temperature in the left and right ulnar

distribution.  The patient is crying and emotional.  Her

electrical studies revealed a bilateral ulnar neuropathy

with a partial conduction block between the elbow and the

axilla, a bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome and chronic

denervation in two muscles of the left upper extremity which

could result from a brachial plexus injury.  We are going to

place her in bilateral elbow protectors to protect the ulnar

nerve.  We have encouraged her to keep her arm in extension. 

We will get an MRI of the left brachial plexus.”  
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An MR of the claimant’s brachial plexus was done on May

20, 2010, with the following findings:

No dominant areas of asymmetry are noted involving
either axilla.  No dominant lymphadenopathy or
enhancing mass lesion is seen.  There are a few
mildly prominent nodes.  The left brachial plexus
and neurovascular bundles are normal in appearance
without lesions causing mass effect.  Note is made
of tendon anchors within the proximal left
humerus.  There is also mild symmetric bilateral
AC joint degenerative arthrosis.
CONCLUSION:
1.  No dominant enhancing mass lesion or
abnormality noted involving the left axilla or
left brachial plexus.
2.  There is mild acromioclavicular degenerative
hypertrophy which is symmetric bilaterally.  In
addition, there are tendon anchors within the
proximal left humerus.  

Dr. Bodemann examined the claimant on October 8, 2010

and noted, “Extremities: No edema, adenopathy or joint

effusions.”  Dr. Bodemann’s impression was “1. 

Hyperlipidemia - excellent control with diet and exercise. 

2.  Left upper extremity - reflex sympathetic dystrophy.  3. 

Chronic pain syndrome, left upper shoulder.”  

A triple-phase bone scan was done at St. Vincent Health

System on October 20, 2010, with the following impression:

1.  Degenerative changes within the left hand in
the first carpal metacarpal joint and the second
distal interphalangeal joint.  There is no
evidence of reflex sympathetic dystrophy.
2.  No abnormality identified within the left
shoulder or left elbow.
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3.  Nonspecific findings within the right hand
with increased uptake in the radial aspect of the
carpal bones on the arterial and blood pool
imaging, as well as increased uptake on the
delayed images in the trapezium.  These findings
are nonspecific and most likely related to
degenerative change, however, an occult fracture
or osteomyelitis can have this appearance.  There
is also increased uptake within the lunate and
triquetrum but no evidence of increased blood flow
in these regions.  This is consistent with
degenerative change.  
4.  Degenerative change within the first distal
phalangeal joint on the right.
5.  Mild degenerative changes at L5-S1.    

Dr. Burba gave the following impression from a Nerve

Conduction Study performed March 24, 2011:

1.  There is a moderately severe axonal motor
neuropathy in the upper extremities.
2.  There is a bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome.
3.  There is a slight delay in the left H reflex
which could relate to degenerative disc disease.   

A CT angiogram neck was done on March 25, 2011, with

the impression, “1.  No stenosis in the neck arteries. 

Degenerative changes in the left cervical spine facet joints

at multiple levels.  2.  C4-C5 degenerative disc disease.” 

A CT angio-chest was done on March 25, 2011, with the

impression, “Normal left chest CT angiogram and left arm CT

angiogram.”

Dr. Burba corresponded with the claimant on April 8,

2011:
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Thank you for coming in for nerve conductions
recently and below are the results of your recent
nerve conduction test.  Your neuropathy has
progressed somewhat since last year and it seems
to be in the nerves that typically get stretched
when you flex the elbow.  The disease is
symmetrical.  I believe you have had a brachial
plexus stretch-type injury and have an underlying
neuropathy.  The last time we saw you, we ordered
a CT angiogram of the left arm that was to be
performed on the 24th and it still has not come
back yet.  We set you up to see Dr. Ackerman for
pain control.  On reviewing your labs to see if
there is anything to make the nerves more
vulnerable to injury, I would like to see a serum
protein electrophoresis and an IFE done, then we
can ensure there is nothing more treatable going
on.  I think you will like Dr. Ackerman - he is an
excellent pain doctor and should be able to help
you with your pain syndrome....

Dr. William Ackerman provided a Pain Medicine

Consultation on April 25, 2011 and assessed the following:

It is my medical opinion that this patient is not
at maximum medical improvement.  She has definite
allodynia about her left elbow area.  There is no
allodynia appreciated over the dorsum of her left
hand.  She has a complex regional pain syndrome
based on the AMA Guides, 4th Edition.  Based on my
findings today, it is my medical opinion that she
is not at maximum medical improvement.  Her
complex regional pain syndrome needs to be
addressed.  She did do physical therapy after her
injury with respect to her hand and left upper
extremity, which caused her significant pain.  I
would recommend an evaluation by an occupational
therapist for her left hand and wrist as she has
significant weakness with respect to her hand.  I
would also recommend a repeat stellate ganglion
block done with fluoroscopy to identify the spread
of the local anesthetic.  Temperature monitoring
with thermography would be medically
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indicated.  I have a feeling that she may be
suffering from a sympathetic independent subset of
complex regional pain syndrome.  She appears to be
in phase II of a complex regional pain syndrome. 
I cannot at this time anticipate when she will be
at maximum medical improvement from the injuries
she sustained in a fall in the course of her
employment.

  
Dr. Ackerman’s treatment plan included a repeat triple

phase bone scan, medication, and “Physical medicine and

rehab evaluation by Dr. Kevin Collins to see if she could be

rehabilitated.”  

Dr. William F. Hefley, Jr. corresponded with Dr.

Ackerman on July 8, 2011 and gave the following impression:

She is 3 years post open left rotator cuff repair
without distal clavicle excision by Dr. Mike Young
in Hot Springs and now with reflex sympathetic
dystrophy.
PLAN:
1.  I am going [to] have her follow up with Dr.
Lon Burba, a neurologist, and have him continue to
manage the RSD.
2.  I would not want to operate now as it might
exacerbate her RSD.  I think her predominant pain
source is the RSD.  
3.  If the RSD fully resolves and she still has
shoulder pain, I would consider arthroscopy and a
progressive program to help her get her motion
back and get rid of her pain.  
4.  PT only exacerbates her pain.  She is going to
do some gentle exercises at home.    

A pre-hearing order was filed on November 16, 2011. 

The claimant contended that she “sustained a compensable

injury and has not worked since being injured on November
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27, 2007.  The claimant is 68 years old with an 11th grade

education.  She received her GED.  She has obtained manual

labor jobs all her life and is now unable to complete those

tasks.  She has a 12% anatomic impairment rating.  The

claimant is seeking additional medical treatment.  She

contends that she is suffering from a compensable

consequence from the injury on November 27, 2007.  The

claimant is permanently and totally disabled. 

Alternatively, she has re-entered a new healing period.  The

claimant is entitled to temporary and permanent partial

disability benefits.  These issues have been controverted

and attorney’s fees should attach.”  

The respondents contended that the claimant was “not

entitled to additional medical or indemnity benefits.  The

respondents provided work within the claimant’s

restrictions.  The claimant is not permanently and totally

disabled.  The respondents contend that the claimant’s

tremors are not a compensable consequence.”  

The parties agreed to litigate the following issues:

1.  The claimant’s entitlement to additional
medical benefits.
2.  The claimant’s entitlement to temporary
disability.
3.  The claimant’s entitlement to permanent
disability.
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4.  Controversion and attorney’s fees.
5.  All other issues are reserved.  

A hearing was held on February 9, 2012.  At that time,

the claimant withdrew her stipulation that she reached

maximum medical improvement on July 20, 2009.  The claimant

testified regarding her left arm, “I basically can’t do

anything.  I try to make the bed, and I start having a

tremor.  I start trying to do the dishes, and I have a

tremor.”  The claimant testified that she suffered from

chronic pain in her left arm and that she felt tremors “as

often as I use my left hand.”  

An administrative law judge filed an opinion on May 9,

2012.  The administrative law judge found, among other

things, that “10.  Any determination regarding permanency is

premature and will be considered at a later time.”  Neither

party appeals that finding.  The administrative law judge

found that the claimant proved she was entitled to

additional medical benefits and temporary total disability

benefits.  The respondents appeal those findings to the Full

Commission.

II.  ADJUDICATION

A.  Medical Treatment
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The employer shall promptly provide for an injured

employee such medical treatment as may be reasonably

necessary in connection with the injury received by the

employee.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508(a)(Repl. 2002).  The

employee has the burden of proving by a preponderance of the

evidence that medical treatment is reasonably necessary. 

Stone v. Dollar General Stores, 91 Ark. App. 260, 209 S.W.3d

445 (2005).  Preponderance of the evidence means the

evidence having greater weight or convincing force. 

Metropolitan Nat’l Bank v. La Sher Oil Co., 81 Ark. App.

269, 101 S.W.3d 252 (2003).  What constitutes reasonably

necessary medical treatment is a question of fact for the

Commission.  Wright Contracting Co. v. Randall, 12 Ark. App.

358, 676 S.W.2d 750 (1984).

An administrative law judge found in the present

matter, “6.  The claimant has proven by a preponderance of

the evidence that she is entitled to additional medical

benefits.”  The Full Commission affirms this finding.  The

parties stipulated that the claimant sustained a compensable

injury to her left shoulder, arm, and hand on November 27,

2007.  The claimant testified that she fell against a steel

table.  The respondents provided prompt authorized medical
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treatment with Dr. Atta, who assessed a contusion to the

claimant’s left wrist.  Dr. Atta referred the claimant to

Dr. Young.  Dr. Young performed left shoulder surgery on

February 8, 2008, a left carpal tunnel release on September

11, 2008, and closed manipulation of the left shoulder on

December 18, 2008.  The claimant was referred to Dr. Meador

on March 16, 2009.  Dr. Meador’s treatment included stellate

ganglion blocks.  Dr. Meador opined on June 1, 2009 that the

claimant had reached maximum medical improvement.  Dr.

Meador referred the claimant for a Functional Capacity

Evaluation.  The claimant participated in a Functional

Capacity Evaluation on June 24, 2009 and testified that she

afterward began suffering from tremors in her left arm.  At

any rate, Dr. Young opined on July 20, 2009 that the

claimant had reached maximum medical improvement.  

The Commission has the authority to accept or reject a

medical opinion and the authority to determine its probative

value.  Poulan Weed Eater v. Marshall, 79 Ark. App. 129, 84

S.W.3d 878 (2002).  Based on the record before us, the Full

Commission attaches significant evidentiary weight to the

opinions of Dr. Meador and Dr. Young that the claimant

reached maximum medical improvement for her November 27,
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2007 compensable injuries no later than July 20, 2009. 

Nevertheless, Dr. Young examined the claimant on September

17, 2009 and noted that the claimant “has developed a tremor

in her left upper extremity.”  The respondents on appeal

question the veracity of the claimant’s tremors and argue

that they are not a compensable consequence of the

compensable injury.  If an injury is compensable, then every

natural consequence of that injury is also compensable. 

Hubley v. Best Western Governor’s Inn, 52 Ark. App. 226, 916

S.W.2d 143 (1996).  The basic test is whether there is a

causal connection between the two episodes.  Jeter v. B.R.

McGinty Mechanical, 62 Ark. App. 53, 968 S.W.2d 645 (1998).  

Whether the claimant’s complaints of tremor are truly

connected to the compensable injury or are feigned and non-

organic, Dr. Young attempted to refer the claimant to Dr.

Pelligrino, a neurologist, to assess the claimant’s left

arm.  The respondents did not approve treatment with Dr.

Pelligrino.  Dr. Young also attempted to refer the claimant

to Dr. Archer at UAMS to examine the claimant’s reported

tremors, but the record does not indicate that the

respondents allowed the claimant to see Dr. Archer.  The

Full Commission therefore finds that the claimant proved she
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was entitled to an evaluation by Dr. Pelligrino and Dr.

Archer.  The claimant is entitled to such treatment even

though she has reached maximum medical improvement, because

a claimant may be entitled to ongoing medical treatment

after the healing period has ended, if the medical treatment

is geared toward management of the claimant’s injury.  See

Patchell v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 86 Ark. App. 230, 184

S.W.3d 31 (2004).  In the present matter, the Full

Commission finds that assessment of the claimant’s tremors

by Dr. Pellegrino and Dr. Archer is reasonably necessary

management of the claimant’s injury.  

The claimant is not entitled to treatment with Dr.

Michael Bodemann, Dr. Burba, Dr. Ackerman, or Dr. Hefley. 

Said treatment was not authorized and not the responsibility

of the respondents.  When a claimant desires a change of

physician, she must petition the Commission for approval. 

See Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-514(a)(2)(A)(Repl. 2002).  The

claimant is entitled to petition the Commission one time

only for a change, and the Commission may approve the change

with or without a hearing.  See id.  Subsections (c)(1)-(3),

which outline delivery by the employer of a form that
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explains the employee’s rights and responsibilities

concerning change of physician, provide as follows:

(c)(1) After being notified of an injury, the
employer or insurance carrier shall deliver to the
employee, in person or by certified or registered
mail, return receipt requested, a copy of a
notice, approved or prescribed by the Commission,
which explains the employee’s rights and
responsibilities concerning change of
physician.
(2) If, after notice of injury, the employee is
not furnished a copy of the notice, the change of
physician rules do not apply.  
(3) Any unauthorized medical expense incurred
after the employee has received a copy of the
notice shall not be the responsibility of the
employer.

  
See Sharp v. Lewis Ford, Inc.., 78 Ark. App. 164, 78

S.W.3d 746 (2002).

In the present matter, the record shows that the

claimant was provided with a Form AR-N, Employee’s Notice of

Injury, on the date of her compensable injury, November 27,

2007.  The Form AR-N, signed by the claimant, included the

following language: “My signature below also indicates that

I have been provided with my rights regarding change-

of–physician.”  The record before us does not show that the

claimant has petitioned the Commission for a change of

physician from her authorized medical providers.  The

hearing transcript shows that counsel for the respondents
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raised the issue of authorization before the administrative

law judge.  In accordance with Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

514(c)(Repl. 2002), the Full Commission finds that the

claimant’s visits with Dr. Michael C. Bodemann, Dr. Burba,

Dr. Ackerman, Dr. Hefley, and any referrals from those

physicians were unauthorized and shall not be the

responsibility of the respondents.        

B.  Temporary Disability

For an unscheduled injury, temporary total disability

is that period within the healing period in which the

employee suffers a total incapacity to earn wages.  Ark.

State Hwy. Dept. v. Breshears, 272 Ark. 244, 613 S.W.2d 392

(1981).  An employee who has suffered a scheduled injury is

entitled to receive temporary total or temporary partial

disability benefits during her healing period or until she

returns to work regardless of whether she has demonstrated

that she is actually incapacitated from earning wages. 

Wheeler Constr. Co. v. Armstrong, 73 Ark. App. 146, 41

S.W.3d 822 (2001).  The healing period is that period for

healing of the injury which continues until the employee is

as far restored as the permanent character of the injury

will permit.  Nix v. Wilson World Hotel, 46 Ark. App. 303,
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879 S.W.2d 457 (1994).  If the underlying condition causing

the disability has become more stable and if nothing further

in the way of treatment will improve that condition, the

healing period has ended.  Id.  Whether an employee’s

healing period has ended is a question of fact for the

Commission.  Ketcher Roofing Co. v. Johnson, 50 Ark. App.

63, 901 S.W.2d 25 (1995).  

An administrative law judge found in the present

matter, “The claimant has proven that she is entitled to

additional temporary total disability benefits [beginning]

July 20, 2010, until a date yet to be determined.”  The Full

Commission does not affirm this finding.  We find that the

claimant did not prove she was entitled to temporary total

disability benefits after July 20, 2009. 

The parties stipulated that the claimant sustained a

compensable injury to her left shoulder, arm, and hand on

November 27, 2007.  Dr. Young performed left shoulder

surgery on February 8, 2008 and a left carpal tunnel release

on September 11, 2008.  Dr. Young performed a closed

manipulation of the claimant’s left shoulder on December 18,

2008.  Dr. Meador opined on June 1, 2009 that the claimant

had reached maximum medical improvement.  Dr. Young, the
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treating surgeon, opined on July 20, 2009 that the claimant

had reached maximum medical improvement.  Dr. Young assigned

the claimant a 12% whole-person impairment rating on July

20, 2009.  Permanent impairment, which is usually a medical

condition, is any permanent functional or anatomical loss

remaining after the healing period has been reached. 

Johnson v. General Dynamics, 46 Ark. App. 188, 878 S.W.2d

411 (1994), citing Ouachita Marine v. Morrison, 246 Ark.

882, 440 S.W.2d 216 (1969).  A claimant cannot be awarded

temporary disability benefits after her healing period has

ended.  Elk Roofing Co. v. Pinson, 22 Ark. App. 191, 737

S.W.2d 661 (1987).    

Based on the reports of Dr. Meador and Dr. Young in the

present matter, as well as Dr. Young’s assessment of

permanent anatomical impairment, the Full Commission finds

that the claimant reached the end of the healing period for

her compensable injuries no later than July 20, 2009.  The

evidence does not demonstrate that the claimant remained

within a healing period as of July 20, 2009 or that the

claimant re-entered a healing period at any time after that

date.  Although he did not believe the claimant could return

to work for the respondents, Dr. Young did not subsequently
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opine that the claimant re-entered a healing period for her

compensable injuries after July 20, 2009.  We do not find

that the claimant’s complaints of tremors in her left arm

acted to extend her healing period or begin a new healing

period.  We recognize Dr. Ackerman’s April 25, 20l1 opinion,

“this patient is not at maximum medical improvement.  She

has definite allodynia about her left elbow area.” 

Allodynia, i.e., persistent “pain,” may not of itself

prevent a finding that the healing period is ended, provided

that the underlying condition has stabilized.  Mad Butcher,

Inc. v. Parker, 4 Ark. App. 124, 628 S.W.2d 582 (1982).  

Moreover, the Commission is entitled to weigh all of

the medical evidence and to determine what is most credible. 

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. v. Baker, 337 Ark. 94, 989 S.W.2d

151 (1999).  In the present matter, the Full Commission

places significant evidentiary weight on the results of an

MR of the claimant’s brachial plexus, performed May 20,

2010.  The conclusion from this diagnostic study indicated

that there was not an abnormality in the left axilla or left

brachial plexus.  The accompanying finding of symmetric

acromioclavicular degenerative hypertrophy is not probative

evidence demonstrating that the claimant’s healing period
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continued.  In addition, a triple-phase bone scan on October

20, 2010 showed no abnormality in the claimant’s left

shoulder and left elbow.  In light of these diagnostic

findings and the other probative evidence of record,

including the reports of Dr. Meador and Dr. Young, we attach

minimal weight to Dr. Ackerman’s opinion that the claimant

had not reached maximum medical improvement for her

compensable injuries.  The nerve conduction study performed

by Dr. Burba on March 24, 2011 is not probative evidence of

record demonstrating that the claimant remained in a healing

period or entered a new healing period at any time after

July 20, 2009.

Based on our de novo review of the entire record, the

Full Commission finds that the claimant proved she was

entitled to an evaluation by Dr. Pelligrino and Dr. Archer. 

Said evaluation was recommended by the authorized treating

surgeon and is reasonably necessary in connection with the

November 27, 2007 compensable injury.  The claimant’s

treatment with Dr. Michael C. Bodemann, Dr. Burba, Dr.

Ackerman, Dr. Hefley, and any referrals from those

physicians was not authorized and shall not be the

responsibility of the respondents.  The claimant did not
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prove she was entitled to temporary total disability

benefits at any time after July 20, 2009.  We reiterate that

neither party appealed the administrative law judge’s

finding, “10.  Any determination regarding permanency is

premature and will be considered at a later time.”  The

Commission has therefore not adjudicated whether the

claimant proved she was entitled to permanent partial

disability or permanent total disability in accordance with

relevant Arkansas law.  For prevailing in part on appeal,

the claimant’s attorney is entitled to five hundred dollars

($500) pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-715(b)(Repl. 2002).

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                       
                        A. WATSON BELL, Chairman

Commissioner McKinney concurs in part and dissents in part.

 CONCURRING DISSENTING OPINION

          I must respectfully concur, in part with, and

dissent, in part, from the majority opinion.  I specifically

concur with the findings that the claimant's treatment with

Dr. Bodeman, Dr. Burba, Dr. Ackerman, Dr. Hefley, and any

referrals from those physicians was unauthorized and shall
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not be the responsibility of the respondents, as well as the

finding that the claimant did not prove she was entitled to

temporary total disability benefits at any time after July

20, 2009.  However, I respectfully dissent from the majority

finding with specific regard to the claimant’s entitlement

to additional medical treatment in the form of an evaluation

from Dr. Pelligrino and Dr. Archer.  

          While I agree that the claimant’s authorized

treating orthopedic surgeon, Dr. Young, referred the

claimant for a neurological evaluation in order to evaluate

her reported tremor, the claimant admittedly thereafter

sought treatment on her own with Dr. Bodemann, who in turn

referred her for a neurological evaluation with Dr. Burba.  

          On March 18, 2010, the claimant was examined by

Dr. Burba, who referred her for an MRI.  Subsequently, Dr.

Burba sent the claimant for a triple phase bone scan, a

nerve conduction study, and a CT angiogram.  Albeit this

treatment was unauthorized, the majority appears to discount

the fact that the claimant was seen for an evaluation by a

neurologist after Dr. Young made this recommendation, and

that she was then followed up with comprehensive diagnostic

testing.  Consequently, this neurological evaluation and
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subsequent testing failed to establish that the claimant’s

alleged tremor is related to her work-related fall of 2007.  

          Having already undergone this recommended

treatment, which failed to show a connection to her present

condition and her compensable work injury, the claimant has,

therefore, failed to establish that any additional

neurological evaluation and/or further diagnostic testing is

reasonably necessary for the treatment of her 2007 work-

related injury.  For this reason, I must respectfully

dissent from the majority opinion finding otherwise.

                               
KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner  

Commissioner Hood concurs, in part, and dissents, in part.

CONCURING AND DISSENTING OPINION

          After my de novo review of the entire record, I

must respectfully concur, in part, and dissent, in part,

from the majority opinion.  I concur with the majority

finding that the claimant was entitled to an evaluation from

Dr. Pelligrino and Dr. Archer.  I dissent from the majority

finding that the claimant did not prove that she was
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entitled to temporary total disability benefits after 20

July 2009.  I also dissent from the majority finding that

the treatment of Dr. Bodemann, Dr. Burba, Dr. Ackerman, Dr.

Hefley, and any referrals therefrom was unauthorized, as

this issue was not litigated at the hearing.

          I conclude from the record that the claimant re-

entered her healing period no later than 17 September 2009,

when Dr. Young attempted to refer the claimant for further

evaluation of her left arm.  In March 2009, the claimant was

referred to Dr. Meador, whose treatment included stellate

ganglion blocks, which improved her condition.  On 20 July

2009, Dr. Young, the claimant’s treating surgeon, stated

that she had reached maximum medical improvement with a

permanent anatomical impairment rating of 12% to the body as

a whole.  However, on 17 September 2009, he referred the

claimant to a neurologist for the evaluation of her left

arm.  This treatment was denied by the respondents.  A

subsequent referral to UAMS for the same purpose was also

denied.  The claimant then sought treatment from her family

doctor, which resulted in her treatment by Dr. Ackerman, who

stated that the claimant was not at maximum medical
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improvement as of 25 April 2011, and that he recommended

repeat stellate blocks for her condition.

          The majority has found that the claimant was

entitled to additional medical treatment for the evaluation

of her left arm as recommended by Dr. Young in September

2009, but also that the claimant was no longer within her

healing period.  While it is, of course, true that

additional medical treatment may be warranted and owed to a

claimant by a carrier outside the healing period, the facts

in this case support a finding that the claimant re-entered

her healing period at the time that her symptoms had

progressed sufficiently to cause Dr. Young to order further

evaluation and treatment.  

          This position is supported by the fact that Dr.

Ackerman, who saw the claimant for the same set of symptoms

that were the basis of Dr. Young’s intended referral, felt

that the claimant’s complex regional pain syndrome needed

further investigation and specifically that she needed

repeat stellate blocks.  The blocks are a continuation of

the course of treatment begun in the spring of 2009, with

positive results.  Dr. Ackerman felt that the claimant was

still in her healing period in April of 2011 when he made
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those recommendations.  If at all, the claimant’s underlying

condition can only be said to have stabilized between Dr.

Young’s assessment of maximum medical improvement on 20 July

2009 and his referral for evaluation and treatment of her

left arm on 17 September 2009.  From that time forward, the

claimant was in a healing period in which further evaluation

and treatment remain warranted.  See Amaya v. Newberry's 3N

Mill, 102 Ark. App. 119, 282 S.W.3d 269 (2008) (reversing

the Commission's determination that claimant's healing

period had ended where the physician had placed the claimant

at maximum medical improvement, yet stated that claimant

needed injections for his back for which the carrier should

pay).

          I also note that, while the tremor was the symptom

that drove Dr. Young to decide that a referral for

neurological evaluation was appropriate, it was not the only

symptom which concerned him.  He noted her “significant

symptoms” with her left arm and hand, including pain and

limited range of motion, in contrast to the improvements

seen in July 2009 and the symptoms which were only

“intermittent” at that time.
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          I would award temporary total disability benefits

from 17 September 2009 to a date yet to be determined, as

well as additional medical benefits.

          For the foregoing reasons, I must respectfully

concur, in part, and dissent, in part, from the majority

opinion.

______________________________
PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


